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Subject: electric cars comment
Date: Tuesday, April 25, 2023 at 1:08:50 PM Eastern Daylight Time
From: donaldpellcne@aol.com
To: HearingComments, DNREC (MailBox Resources)

Several critical issues and questions.
1.  disposal of the hazardous waste batteries. what plan is in place and how will it be monitored.
2.  With all the electric vehicles how will Del Dot survive.  source of income to  support them.  Or will the entire
public be taxed to support those using electric vehicles?
3.  What fuel will these electric vehicles use.  Thinking that the electric vehicles mentality is electricity! Well if that
fuel is generated by Delmarva power ITS COAL! the lease expensive and dirtiest fuel.
So in fact they burn the worst fuel available.
If you are serious about being green then the only way to go is HYBRID and a mandate that everyone, residential.
commercial and industrial install SOLAR. Rebates as an incentive!
4.  Sadly since 75% of all manufacturing, Joe Biden comment, is coming from Asia meaning China.  Has any one
considered that anything produced in China is complete junk and will not last.  Including the batteries the only
source if Lithium is China!
the old Volvo with its original alternator says Bosch made in Germany.  New ones say made in China!
33 years old and still all original and still running as new!
If a drive line part in my car fails it is easily replaced.  If the same fails in an electric car the complete unit must be
replaced.  
Also you figures for air pollution level readings are false.
What powerful people and organizations will gain from the conversion.  Need to know all the back door politics.
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available anytime to argue against electric vehicles


